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**CAST**

*Cesare Angelotti*  Joshua Bloom  
*A sacristain*  Mark Coles

*Mario Cavaradossi*  Miroslav Dworsky

*Floria Tosca*  Carol Vaness

*Baron Scarpia*  Mark Delavan

*Spoletta*  Anthony Laciura

*Sciarrone*  Jere Torkelsen

*A shepherd boy*  Mary Finch (10/13,19,27;11/4,12)

*Dvora Djoraev (10/16,22,30;11/1)*

*A jailer*  William Pickersgill

---

*Role debut  †U.S. opera debut

PLACE AND TIME: Rome in June of 1800

---

**Act I -- Interior of the church of Sant'Andrea della Valle**

**Act II -- A room in Scarpia's apartments in the Farnese Palace**

**Act III -- A terrace of Castel Sant'Angelo, outside the prison**
**Sponsors:**
The performance of November 4th is sponsored by The Citigroup Private Bank
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